The extension of the nuclear two-centre-oscillator to three and four centres is investigated. Some special symmetry-properties are required. In two cases an analytical solution of the Schrödinger equation is possible. A numerical procedure is developed which enables the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in a non-orthogonal basis without applying Schmidt's method of orthonormalization. This is important for calculations of arbitrary two-dimensional arrangements of the centres.
Introduction
The wellknown inability of the liquid drop model to describe satisfactorily complicated fission processes 1 led to the suggestion 3 that shell structure effects may play an important role. To discuss the shell effect of nuclear shapes appearing during an asymmetric fission of a nucleus Maruhn and Greiner 4 extended the two-center shell model of Scharnweber et al. 5? 6 which is based on the double oscillator model.
In all these cases one can handle only nuclear fissions into two fragments. To calculate multiple fission as well as cluster structures of light nuclei, it is necessary to consider general arrangements of more than two harmonic oscillators. They may be situated along a line, in a plane, or in space.
The most general ansatz of such a potential is 2 + coli (y -yi) 2 + oßzi(z-z;) 2 } 1 = 1,...,AT
Vi(r) = I m {coli (x -
{N = number of centres).
As one can see immediately, we have to restrict the functions Vj(r) such that they match continuously in those planes joining neighbouring centres. In what follows, several cases are discussed.
Linear Arrangements of Three and Four Centres
The cylindrical symmetry and the continuity of V(r) require to make the following ansatz 
V(g,z) = \m (o) 2 Q 2 + o/zi (z -
The resulting nuclear shapes given by equipotential surfaces are shown in Figure 1 . 
The separation of variables according to
yields the solution
The single particle energies are given by ß) ti = + 1 , C10 = 0:
The wave function ip(z) contains 2 IX constants of for the hypergeometrical functions we obtain ^ ^ = 4: in the cases of three (four) centres for the a) n = + 1: (f/° -n, t/ 2 ) (1-2 k a 2 ) F° F l two possible symmetries tz = + 1 homogenous / l-n systems of equations for the C-coefficients:
(1 -ka 2 
If k is known the solutions of the equations above can be found by applying Newton's method. As usual in nuclear shell theory, k is evaluated from the 
in Equation (12) . are included in a more realistic calculation, which also have to be renormalized in the sense of Strutinsky. Nevertheless, these results give a qualitative impression of the importance of the multiple clusterstructures in light nuclei.
Clover-Leaf Arrangements of Three and Four Fragments
In the previous section it was shown that an analytical solution of the Schrödinger equation exists if several restrictions on the potential are assumed. In more general cases numerical methods have to be used. Usually the single particle wave functions of a harmonic oscillator, or of a more-center-oscillator composed of harmonic potentials are used as a basis for diagonalization. But this usually means involved calculations of matrix elements with complicated basis functions, especially if considering two or three-dimensional arrangements. In these latter cases an analytic solution may not be given even for harmonic potentials as the Schrödinger equation does not separate. Hence we propose to look for a basis consisting of simple functions with good convergence properties for a wide variety of deformed potentials. The potentials to be considered are those occurring in fission processes or clustesr structures in nuclei. They may be thought of as several harmonic oscillators nearly having the shape of the desired potentials.
An only slightly deformed nucleus may be treated excellently in the basis of the harmonic oscillator. Thus in the limits of one compound nucleus and of several fully separated fragments one can use the eigenfunctions of one or more harmonic oscillators respectively. The orthogonal basis wave functions within the z'th oscillator are
Here Xi denotes the positions of the centre of the i th oscillator and Hk are Hermite polanomials. It is obvious that potentials of fragments not totally separated or cluster structures may be described equally well in this basis. Low states coincide with the properly symmetrized eienfunctions of the oscillators which are already separated in energies; high states coincide with the eigenfunctions of all n-oscillators which are nearly identical for high energies. So the intermediate levels of the potential ought to be a superposition of the intermediate levels of the n-oscillators.
When actually treating problems in this basis, difficulties arise from the fact that the basis vectors 
Furthermore, the eigenfunctions of the different oscillators are nearly colinear for higher states
Thus the basis becomes overcomplete, especially for a small separation of the centers. Because common numerical methods suppose the basis to be orthonormal one has either to orthogonalize according to Schmidt's method, or a numerical procedure has to be provided allowing to treat the eigenvalue problem directly in the nonorthonormal basis. To avoid the time-consuming orthonormalization and to take advantage of the simple form of the basis functions when calculating the matrix elements, we have chosen the second method.
Generally, the matrix H representing the Hamiltonian in the basis | (p l ) has to be calculated and a nonunitary transformation T has to be found such that H is diagonalized. However, the calculations may be considerably reduced by treating the modified eigenvalue problem instead:
A\v)=B\W)t (18)
A and B being matrices. It must be remembered here that the matrix representing a self-adjoint operator is hermitean if it is represented in an orthonormal basis, which is not the case here. The matrix representing the Hamiltonian in this basis may now be calculated easily
but is, however, not hermitean.
To obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors we firsts diagonalize S. As its elements are scalar products, it is hermitean according to the property of the scalar product 
Transforming (27) with X yields
XA'X-i-X] xpY = ES'-X\xpY
as S and S' commute. Multiplying by S' -1 we obtain respectively.
Calculation of Matrix Elements
The elements of the matrix S can be calculated analytically + 00
Using the transformation
and expanding //;,. and Hi into a series by means of
we obtain
The elements of the matrix A are of the form
The first term, the kinetic part of the operator, can also be given analytically. It reads + 00
By means of (33) and
we may reduce this expression to a combination of scalar products The matrix elements of the potential energy
can be calculated analytically only for a few simple forms of the potential. If one considers more complicated forms or a two-or threedimensional problem where the potential cannot be separated into independent terms for x, y and 2, no analytical calculations are possible. It is advantageous, in this case, to calculate some matrix elements numerically and to derive the others from these by means of recursion relations 8 . As V(x) is a scalar these formulas are independent of the potential and it is sufficient to give them for the product of two basic functions. Any potential may be then be treated.
Using the recursion relation
So it is only necessary to calculate the main diagonal and the few off-diagonal elements with k = I.
Test of the Accuracy of the

Numerical Method
The following table (Tab. 1) shows the results obtained with the numerical method and the exact solution of the eigenvalues of a harmonic twooscillator of excentricity 1.5 (dimensionless coordinates) . The dimension of the matrix diagonalized As can be seen from the table the difference between the two results is very small. Of course, similar comparisons were made for other excentricities and different dimensions of the matrices. All results were equally excellent, but for larger matrices attention must be paid to the accuracy of the integration over polynomials of higher degree. The convergence generally is excellent, nearly all eigenvalues obtained by diagonalization may be used. Actually in the example shown in the table only the last eigenvalue shows an error of more than .5 percent.
Conclusion
The methods developed in this paper are very useful especially for a treatment of multiple fission processes and cluster structures of light nuclei. Only recently, triple fission with the emission of an a-particle in addition to two heavy fragments has become more interesting 9 . In this field a large amount of experimental data exists without an appropriate theory, and the method developed here may be appropriate for these problems after some mathematical generalization.
A critical parameter is here the fission mass, but first calculations were done to solve the current discrepancies with the aid of the two centre shell model 10 . The treatment of cluster-structures using different centres for the a-or d-clusters will also be interesting n ' 12 , even if shell-model calculations are not of such importance here because they may be treated explicitly by single-particle coordinates. However, since the interaction between nucleons and clusters are easier to treat in collective coordinates, a many-centre-ansatz may be an adequate starting point.
